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Selection of a Similarity Measure Combination for
a Wide Range of Multimodal Image
Registration Cases
Mikhail L. Uss , Benoit Vozel , Sergey K. Abramov , and Kacem Chehdi
Abstract— Many similarity measures (SMs) were proposed to
measure the similarity between multimodal remote sensing (RS)
images. Each SM is efficient to a different degree in different registration cases (we consider visible-to-infrared, visible-to-radar,
visible-to-digital elevation model (DEM), and radar-to-DEM
ones), but no SM was shown to outperform all other SMs in
all cases. In this article, we investigate the possibility of deriving
a more powerful SM by combining two or more existing SMs.
This combined SM relies on a binary linear support vector
machine (SVM) classifier trained using real RS images. In the
general registration case, we order SMs according to their impact
on the combined SM performance. The three most important
SMs include two structural SMs based on modality independent
neighborhood descriptor (MIND) and scale-invariant feature
transform-octave (SIFT-OCT) descriptors and one area-based
logarithmic likelihood ratio (logLR) SM: the former ones are
more robust to structural changes of image intensity between
registered modes, the latter one is to image noise. Importantly,
we demonstrate that a single combined SM can be applied
in the general case as well as in each particular considered
registration case. As compared to existing multimodal SMs, the
proposed combined SM [based on five existing SMs, namely,
MIND, logLR, SIFT-OCT, phase correlation (PC), histogram of
orientated phase congruency (HOPC)] increases the area under
the curve (AUC) by from 1% to 21%. From a practical point
of view, we demonstrate that complex multimodal image pairs
can be successfully registered with the proposed combined SM,
while existing single SMs fail to detect enough correspondences
for registration. Our results demonstrate that MIND, SIFT, and
logLR SMs capture essential aspects of the similarity between RS
modes, and their properties are complementary for designing a
new more efficient multimodal SM.
Index Terms— Area-based similarity measure (SM), combined SM, linear binary classifier, multimodal image registration, remote sensing (RS), structural similarity, support vector
machine (SVM).

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE process of image registration brings in the same
coordinate system two or more images of the same area
acquired in different conditions: different time instances, viewpoints, and/or modalities [1], [2]. Accurate image registration
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is essential in such fields as remote sensing (RS) [2], [3],
medical imaging [4]–[7], or computer vision [8], [9]. The
challenging multimodal registration of RS images is important
for the multisensor study of the earth’s surface where each
modality (e.g., visible, infrared, thermal, radar, and LIDAR)
provides complementary information on a study area [10].
Image registration involves the following stages [1]: finding
putative correspondences between the registered reference and
template images (RI and TI), detecting outliers, estimating
parameters of geometrical transformation, and image warping.
The stage of finding correspondences, the focus of the present
research, aims at identifying similarity between registered
images. A measure of similarity between the fragments of
different modalities is at the core of any multimodal registration method. Over the past decades, a number of multimodal
similarity measures (SMs) have been designed in RS, medical
imaging, and computer vision fields. These SMs can be
roughly divided into area-based and feature-based or structural
SMs [11]. In feature-based methods, the first stage is the
calculation of points of interest for RI and TI. Then, a descriptor is calculated for each interesting point. The similarity
between reference and template fragments is calculated as
a distance between the corresponding descriptors. For areabased SMs, the similarity is measured directly by comparing
two image fragments. For this group of methods, interesting
points’ calculation is often replaced by exhaustive search in
the search region. While feature-based methods have lower
computational complexity and better adaptation to structural
changes between RI and TI intensities, area-based methods are
more stable in the presence of sensor noise.
Representatives of the first group are normalized correlation
coefficient (NCC) [12], mutual information (MI) [13], phase
correlation (PC) [14], and recently proposed logarithmic likelihood ratio (logLR) [15] SMs. The second group includes
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [16], a version of
SIFT specially adapted for radar images, scale-invariant feature transform-octave (SIFT-OCT) [17], histogram of oriented
gradients (HOGs) [18], histogram of orientated phase congruency (HOPC) [19], and modality independent neighborhood
descriptor (MIND) [20] SMs.
In the process of image registration, multimodal SMs
are often utilized as similarity-based binary classifiers: the
SM value for a particular pair of the registered image
fragments is compared to a decision threshold to choose
between the null hypothesis—the fragments are dissimilar,
mostly attributed to a false correspondence—and alternative
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hypothesis—the fragments are similar, mostly corresponding
to the true correspondence. Here, the SM value represents
the “score” of the associated similarity-based binary classifier [21]. In what follows, we use the terms “SM” and
“SM value” to refer to the associated similarity-based binary
classifier and its score, respectively.
The key requirements for multimodal SMs include high efficiency, universality, and appropriate computational complexity
(can be characterized by the number of arithmetic operations
needed for SM calculation) [11]. Informally, a more efficient
SM should provide some benefits to the image registration
process as compared to a less effective SM, for example,
to allow registering more complex image pairs or improve
registration accuracy [15]. These benefits are difficult to quantify in a unique way. As a binary classifier, an SM can be
characterized by general-purpose measures, like true positive
rate (TPR) and false-positive rate (FPR), positive predictive
value (PPV), and area under the curve (AUC) [22]. The latter
measure, AUC, characterizes a probability that an SM will
rank a randomly chosen true correspondence higher than a
randomly chosen false correspondence [23].
Universality presumes an SM to be applicable to a wide
spectrum of registration cases and settings. We consider here
one aspect of universality—an ability to deal with different
pairs of modes. Such an aspect is important for creating fully
automatic registration frameworks, as it frees practitioners
from the unobvious choice of the best SM for each specific
registration case. A growing number of multimodal SMs
makes this choice increasingly complicated.
The performance of multimodal SMs in RS applications was
compared in relatively few publications. Inglada demonstrated
that MI was more suitable than NCC for registering different
bands of multitemporal SPOT images [24]. In the study of
Mikolajczyk and Schmid [25], the performance of interest
region descriptors was comparatively evaluated for real-life
images with different geometric and photometric distortions.
It was shown that gradient location and orientation histogram
(GLOH) and SIFT descriptors had a similar performance
favorably compared to the shape context [26], steerable filters [27], and low-dimensional descriptors. Uss et al. [15]
compared the performance of NCC, MI, SIFT, SIFT-OCT, PC,
and logLR SMs for optical-to-optical, optical-to-digital elevation model (DEM), optical-to-radar and radar-to-DEM registration cases. This study revealed that MI, SIFT-OCT, and
logLR had higher discriminative power than NCC, PC, and
SIFT for all registration cases. However, the relative ranking
of MI, SIFT-OCT, and logLR depends on the fragment size
and registration case. Ye et al. [19] compared the performance
of NCC, MI, HOG, and HOPC SMs for visible-to-infrared,
visible-to-LIDAR, visible-to-SAR, and image-to-map cases.
They demonstrated that NCC had the worst performance
followed by MI, HOG, and HOPC. HOPC had the best
performance, but the gain compared to the HOG SM for many
cases was small. Rigorous comparison of multimodal SMs
performance for the problem of dense multimodal stereovision
was done by Yaman and Kalkan [28]. They concluded that
for visible-to-infrared stereo pairs the best performing SM is
MI closely followed by HOG, SIFT, and local self-similarity
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(LSS) [29]. Binary descriptors including fast retina keypoint (FREAK) [30], binary robust independent elementary
features (BRIEF) [31], census transform (Census) [32] as
well as NCC failed to provide comparable results in case of
significant difference between the registered modes.
In view of many available multimodal SMs without obvious
predominance of one of them, this article raises the following
question: do available SMs capture different aspects of similarity between multimodal images? The contribution of the
response provided in this work is to show that a combination
of specially selected multimodal SMs is more universal and
effective (in the sense of AUC) than each individual SM.
In the available literature, the main efforts to derive a more
effective SM using positive features of several existing SMs
have been in the direction of augmenting MI SM with image
spatial information (e.g., gradient information). We discuss
existing extensions of MI SM in Section II-B. The main limitation of such an approach of augmenting an SM is that existing
feature-based and area-based SMs have complex structure; it
is not clear which structure elements from different SMs are
complementary and how to combine them in a new SM.
To overcome this shortage and derive a more effective SM,
we propose to combine values of two or more SMs calculated
for a particular pair of image fragments into a single feature
vector. In this manner, each existing SM can be considered and
effectively used as a part of a combined SM. A new SM, which
we call later a combined SM and denote comSM, is designed
as a binary classifier that separates the feature vectors into two
categories corresponding to similar and dissimilar fragments.
In this article, we use a linear support vector machine (SVM)
classifier trained on the basis of 16 accurately registered image
pairs representing visible-to-infrared, visible-to-DEM, visibleto-radar, and radar-to-DEM multitemporal/multimodal cases.
The considered set of images is representative as it contains
various RS mode combinations and land covers.
The main finding of this study is that the optimal combination of SMs for a wide range of RS registration cases
should include an area-based SM and a structural SM. The first
is responsible for reliable discrimination of image fragments
under a simpler intensity transformation model (e.g., linear
intensity change between RI and TI fragment). The second
helps to detect similarity for fragments under complex structural changes. We also demonstrate that a rather restricted subset of existing SMs, MIND, logLR, and SIFT-OCT, is the most
suitable for joint use in combined SMs. Even more important,
we propose a single combined SM that is applicable for all
considered registration cases (visible-to-infrared, visible-toDEM, radar-to-DEM, and visible-to-radar) and shows the performance close to the combined SMs individually optimized
for each registration case. Such an interesting feature may indicate a way of constructing a new efficient multimodal SM that
borrows advantages of MIND, logLR, and SIFT-OCT SMs.
The remaining of this article is organized as follows. Section II recalls state-of-the-art SMs for multi- and
mono-modal image registrations. We then introduce and analyze the combined SM based on the SVM classifier in
Section III. In the experimental Section IV, the newly proposed
and existing SMs are extensively compared on real data
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according to the ROC curve and AUC criteria. This article
is concluded in Section V along with comments on future
research directions.
II. M ULTIMODAL SMs AND T HEIR C OMBINED U SE
This section recalls several well-known SMs previously
proposed for multimodal image registration problems, their
own advantages and disadvantages. We then discuss existing combined SMs that utilize the advantages of more than
one SM.
A. Single SMs
Among available multimodal SMs, we consider here only
those that were successfully applied to the multimodal image
registration problem (preferably from RS field) and demonstrated top performance characteristics: MI, SIFT-OCT, HOG,
HOPC, MIND, and logLR. The well-known NCC and PC SMs
are retained for comparison as well. In what follows, we briefly
introduce each of these SMs.
SMs suitable for multimodal image registration can be
grouped into area-based and feature-based ones [24]. The
well-known representatives of the area-based group are NCC
and MI SMs. They are defined as follows:
1 N  N
i=1
j =1 (IRI (i, j)−m RI )(ITI (i, j)−m TI )
N2
NCC =
(1)
σRI σTI
(2)
MI = HRI + HTI − HRITI
where IRI (i, j) and ITI (i, j) denote intensity of the RI and TI
fragments of size N by N pixels, m RI , m TI σRI , and σTI are
mean and standard deviation of RI and TI fragments, respectively, HRI and HTI denote entropy of RI and TI fragments,
HRITI is their joint entropy. Later, we use the absolute value
of NCC, but for simplicity still refer to it as NCC.
NCC is limited to linear intensity change between RI and TI,
which is generally not the case for multimodal images [15].
MI relaxes linear intensity requirement to statistical dependence between RI and TI intensities. The drawback of both
NCC and MI is that they do not take into account spatial
structures present in RI/TI, which could reveal important
relationships between the compared modes [20].
PC SM utilizes shift property of the Fourier transform [14]. Given two images f 1 (x, y) and f 2 =
f 1 (x − x, y − y) mutually shifted by (x, y) and
their respective Fourier transforms F1 (u, v) and F2 (u, v),
the inverse transform of normalized cross power spectrum
Ccps (u, v) = (F1 (u, v) · F2 (u, v)∗ )/(|F1 (u, v) · F2 (u, v)∗ |)
between these two images have a form close to the
delta-function placed at (x, y). Here, ∗ indicates the complex conjugate. Therefore, the similarity between two images
can be measured by Ccps (0, 0). PC can be used in multimodal
cases because it relies only on the phase spectrum that is less
sensitive to nonuniform illumination and nonlinear intensity
change between the registered images. However, the neglecting
amplitude spectrum makes PC less robust to image noise
influence.
The recently proposed logLR SM [15] also belongs to the
area-based group of SMs. This SM assumes that RI and
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TI fragments are correlated realizations of fractal Brownian
field with unknown parameters. LogLR tests the null hypothesis that RI and TI are uncorrelated against the alternative
hypothesis that they are correlated. All unknown RI/TI parameters are estimated at this stage (texture amplitude and
roughness, the correlation between RI and TI). LogLR also
assumes too simple linear transformation between RI and
TI intensities. However, the advantage of this SM is in the
rigorous modeling of image noise characteristics including
noise signal-dependence property and spatial correlation. As a
result, logLR is able to detect fewer correspondences if the
real intensity transform between RI and TI deviates from the
linear one, but it provides reliable discrimination if the linear
model is valid.
Overcoming the area-based SM drawbacks is the core
of structural SMs. The idea behind structural SMs is to
find a mode-independent descriptor of the registered image
fragments such that they can be compared using a simple
mono-mode metric, for example, the sum of squared distances (SSD) [33]. SIFT descriptor was first introduced in [16].
This descriptor has found a great number of applications in
the computer vision domain. It consists of stacked gradient
orientation histograms calculated in overlapping blocks covering the full area of the analyzed image fragment. SIFT
invariance to complex intensity changes is ensured by the
gradient use. However, gradients are sensitive to image noise,
and SIFT in its original version has been found unstable
for multimodal registration. This is especially evident for
radar images due to their intensive speckle noise. Suri and
Reinartz [13] adopted the SIFT descriptor to optical-to-radar
registration case and called it SIFT-OCT [16]. The modifications involve skipping orientation assignment stage (for RS
image registration, mutual orientation can be derived from
satellite platforms orbital data), and skipping the main scales
of radar images to reduce speckle noise influence [17]. The
similarity between two image patches is calculated as SSD
between two SIFT-OCT (or SIFT) descriptors, and we will
refer to it as SIFT-OCTSSD .
Ye et al. [19] have recently proposed a novel structural
SM for multimodal image registration named HOPCNCC and
utilized the known HOG descriptor for the same purpose
(HOGNCC SM). HOGNCC represents the NCC between two
HOG descriptors calculated for RI and TI. HOPCNCC uses the
framework of HOG but substitutes image gradient with more
robust features: amplitude and orientation of the phase congruency [34]. Experimental results in [19] demonstrate that both
descriptors outperform MI and have comparable performance.
In our experiments, we also tested HOGSSD and HOPCSSD versions of HOGNCC and HOPCNCC with SSD distance between
descriptors instead of NCC suggested by Ye et al. [19]. In all
cases, HOGSSD and HOPCSSD provided slightly better results
as compared to HOGNCC and HOPCNCC . Therefore, in what
follows we retained HOGSSD and HOPCSSD SMs.
MIND descriptor was proposed by Heinrich et al. [20]. It is
based on “…a local representation of image structure, which
can be estimated through the similarity of small image patches
within one modality, is shared across modalities” [20]. MIND
extracts the distinctive local structures such as corners, edges,
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Proposed combined SM.

and homogeneously textured regions in a way, which is preserved across different modalities. The strength of MIND is in
its invariance to nonfunctional intensity relations, image noise,
and nonuniform bias fields. MINDSSD measures the similarity
between two compared image patches as SSD between two
MIND descriptors.
Apart from the above-mentioned SMs retained for building
a combined SM in the next two sections, there exist many other
SMs suitable for different RS registration cases. Registration
of optical images on the basis of correlation of wavelet
features was proposed in [35] and [36]. The advantage of
wavelet features is that they allow multiresolution analysis
and efficient parallel implementation. Shearlets were shown
to be advantageous over wavelets for registration of multitemporal images with many directional edge-like features (rivers,
roads, etc.) [3], [37], [38].
Deep learning (DL) is another emerging trend in designing
effective SMs [39], [40]. Results obtained in this article could
be useful for those DL methods that use existing SMs as a
part of complex networks. For example, de Vos et al. [41]
used the NCC SM as a part of the loss function for learning
a registration convolutional neural network (CNN). The usage
of NCC limits this CNN to the mono-modal case. An effective
combined SM could help to extend this approach to the
multimodal case.
B. Joint SMs
Considerable research has been devoted toward augmenting MI with spatial information. Pluim et al. [42] proposed
an SM that comprises two terms, MI and a gradient term.
The latter term highlights the same gradient orientations and
strong gradients in both modalities. This augmented SM was
successfully applied in [43] to a multimodal stereo vision
system made up of an infrared camera and a color one forming
together a stereo pair. A similar idea was adopted in [44] where
MI is calculated between RI and TI images preliminarily
modified by summing the equalized original and gradient
images. Anthony and Lofffeld [45] augmented MI differently
by weighting pixels with respect to the local image gradient,
variance and entropy assuming that a high value of these terms
indicates more utile pixels for similarity calculation. Instead
of using gradient images, Mellor and Brady [46] proposed to
calculate MI SM of the local phase to maximize a structural
relationship between images. Sun and Ray [47] proposed
to overcome the limits of MI by using a compound MI,

.

which aggregates information from multiple marginal densities
of image intensity distributions. The compound MI avoids
calculating high-order histograms, which are computationally
complex to deal with, but still incorporates spatial information
in MI. These approaches are in some way limited as they
augment MI with forms of gradient-based or phase-based
structural similarity that are significantly simpler as compared
to such advanced SMs as SIFT, HOG, MIND, or HOPS.
On a larger scale, Feng et al. [48] combined both featureand area-based SMs for robust registration of RS images
covering areas with complex terrain. The feature-based
SIFT SM was used to perform in the first stage a coarse
large-scale registration, robust to outliers; at the second stage,
the area-based NCC SM was used for fine-tuning the geometrical transformation model. This approach is different from
ours in that several SMs are not simultaneously applied to the
same image patch.
III. M ULTIMODAL SMs AND T HEIR C OMBINED U SE
In this section, we propose a combined SM as the one
built by learning a binary SVM classifier with all potentially
optimal and selected suboptimal SMs forming a joint feature
vector. We then discuss the performance criteria of such SMs.
Using ROC convex hull (ROCCH) analysis, we demonstrate
that among the considered SMs, there are typically two
potentially optimal ones, the rest of them are suboptimal. The
new combined SM performs better than each individual SM
appended into the feature vector and better that ROCCH of
these SMs.
A. Proposed Combined SM
The above-introduced SMs leverage different aspects of RS
images structure to catch similarity between modes, either
intensity correspondence between RI and TI, or different forms
of structural resemblance between RI and TI. The natural
question arises whether these aspects are complementary. The
positive answer to this question would indicate the existence of
a more powerful SM somehow incorporating several aspects
of multimodal similarity.
As mentioned above, in this article, for building a combined
SM we consider stacking values of two or more SMs in a
combined feature vector (Fig. 1)
f = (SM1 , SM2 , . . . , SM K )T
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where K denotes the number of SMs used in our combined SM, SMk is the value of the kth SM, k = 1, . . . , K .
The combined SM represents a binary classifier that takes
a decision of absence (the null hypothesis) or existence (the
alternative hypothesis) of similarity between the two fragments
from different modalities according to the following rule:

1,
d(f) > dth
yf =
(4)
−1, otherwise.
Here, f is a query (combined) feature vector, d(f) is a
scalar score function separating similar and dissimilar fragment classes, dth is a decision threshold, label y value 1 for
the null hypothesis, and −1 for the alternative hypothesis.
We understand both single and combined SMs as binary
classifiers. The difference is that the classifier score for a single
SM is its value, whereas for a combined SM, it is a scalar
function d(f) of the combined feature vector.
The proposed combined SM can be understood from the
viewpoint of ensemble learning methodology that builds
“… a predictive model by integrating multiple models” [49].
As we consider a fixed set of methods that are not individually modified for building a combined model, our proposed
method falls into an independent framework of ensemble
learning. Using the output of many single SMs for learning one combined classifier instead of learning it directly
from original training data is known as meta-combination
stacking technique. This technique is known to offer high
generalization accuracy when stacked classifiers are “mutually
orthogonal” [50]. The main difference with the proposed
method is that the single SMs considered in it are rule-based
classifiers that are not optimized to a given training set. In this
context, we have experimentally found that a combined SM
performs better than every single SM, provided their output is
complementary to each other.
B. SM Performance Criteria Specific to Image Registration
Problem. Baseline Combined Classifier
We leverage two objective criteria to compare the performance of multimodal SMs: ROC curve and AUC. Let us
briefly recall the meaning of each criterion.
A binary classifier that uses a particular SM operates by
calculating the SM value for a pair of RI/TI fragments and
comparing this value to a decision threshold. The decision
that RI/TI fragments are similar is undertaken if the calculated
SM value exceeds a threshold (we assume that a higher SM
value corresponds to a higher similarity between the registered
images). For a given decision threshold, the binary classifier is
characterized by TPR and FPR values. ROC curve represents
TPR against FPR at various decision threshold settings. AUC
is an integral measure of classifier performance, in the sense
of its ability to assign a higher score to a randomly chosen
positive example than to a randomly chosen negative example.
AUC reduces the ROC curve to a single number and can
be used to rank classifiers: an increase of AUC toward unity
indicates a more powerful classifier.
When applied to the same data, each SM is characterized
by its own ROC curve in the ROC space. The convex hull of

.

Fig. 2.

Illustration of ROCCH of a set of classifiers.

the set of points in ROC space is called the ROCCH of the
corresponding set of classifiers. Depending on their position
with respect to ROCHH, ROC curves and respective SMs can
be divided into potentially optimal and suboptimal ones [22].
A classifier is called potentially optimal if and only if it lies
on ROCHH but not necessarily coincides with it. A classifier
that lies below ROCCH is called suboptimal. In Fig. 2,
classifiers A and B are potentially optimal, whereas C is
suboptimal.
Having more than one potentially optimal classifier, the simplest way to create a more effective SM is to interpolate
between them [22]. Interpolation means sampling decisions
of each classifier. For example, the classifier with (TPR,
FPR) corresponding to point Z at ROCHH can be derived
by choosing a decision of classifier A at point X with a
probability or sampling rate of r and decision of classifier
B at point Y with a probability of 1 − r. The sampling rate
0 ≤ r ≤ 1 determines the position on the ROCHH curve
between X and Y. The ROC curve of such an interpolated
classifier will coincide with the ROCHH and have AUC higher
than that of each potentially optimal and suboptimal classifier
(A, B, and C in the example).
C. Selection of Classifier. Comparison to the Baseline
Classifier
To find a suitable separating surface d(f), the existing
binary classification methods can be used including SVM,
linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic discriminant
analysis (QDA), decision trees, random forests, and neural
networks [51]. The choice of a particular classifier depends
upon the data characteristics and complexity of the separating surface. In this subsection, we use experimental data to
demonstrate that a linear SVM classifier is the most suitable
one for designing the proposed multimodal combined SM.
For this analysis, 2500 positive and 2500 negative samples
are collected from visible-to-infrared pair of images (introduced later in Experimental Section IV) for each SM. The RI
represents band #60 (central wavelength of 955.93 nm, spectral
width of 11.3871 nm) of the Hyperion sensor; TI is band #3
(wavelength range 525–600 nm) of the Landsat8 OLI sensor.
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Experimental distributions of normalized SM values for similar and dissimilar fragments of visible-to-infrared image pair.

The selection of the fragment size for calculating an SM is
governed by two main factors: the spatial resolution of the SM
output and the SM efficiency. The smaller the fragment size,
the finer details of the displacement field between RI and TI
can be estimated. However, the reliability of an SM is reduced
for smaller fragments, due to a smaller amount of information
available. As the reference fragment size, we could consider
fragments of size 16 × 16 pixels as chosen in the original
SIFT article [16]. In the RS literature, a typical choice for
SMs calculation is a fragment size of 32 × 32 pixels. As a
compromise, we have selected an intermediate fragment of
size 21 × 21 pixels for the main experiments performed (an
odd linear size is required by logLR SM). Then, for better
supporting the results obtained in the main experiments with
such an intermediate fragment size, we considered a smaller
fragment size of 13 × 13 pixels as well.
For comparison utility, MI, SIFT-OCTSSD , HOGSSD ,
MINDSSD , HOPSSSD , and log LR SMs values were preliminarily normalized to the range [0, 1] (NCC and PC
are originally within this range). This normalization is valid
for a fragment size of 21 × 21 pixels and settings of
SMs as specified in Experimental Section IV: MInorm =
MI/1.75, SIFT-OCTSSD.norm = 1 − SIFT-OCTSSD /4000,
HOGSSD.norm == 1 − HOGSSD /0.02, MINDSSD.norm =
1 − MINDSSD /0.25, HOPCSSD.norm = 1 − HOPCSSD /0.003,
logLRnorm == FN−1 (Fχ 2 (logLR, 3), 0, 1)/6 + 0.5, where
Fχ 2 (x, v) denotes cumulative distribution function (CDF)
of χ 2 (v) distribution with v degrees of freedom, and
FN−1 (x, m, σ ) denotes inverse CDF of the normal distribution N(m, σ ). LogLR normalization takes into account
that its distribution for zero hypothesis is χ 2 (3) [15];
FN−1 (Fχ 2 (x, 3), 0, 1) function transforms χ 2 (3) to the standard
normal distribution. Distributions of normalized SM values
for the above-mentioned test image pair are shown in Fig. 3.
We will refer to normalized SMs by using additional index
“norm” only when relevant.
For all SMs, the distribution of normalized values for
the null and alternative hypothesis exhibit an apparent nonGaussianity. Deviation from the standard normal distribution,

.

Fig. 4. Values of (MINDSSD.norm , logLRnorm ) feature vectors for visibleto-infrared registration case. Separating line is obtained using an SVM
classifier.

measured by Pearson’s moment coefficient of skewness
and kurtosis [52], is the least significant for SIFT-OCTSSD
and HOPCSSD (with the absolute skewness not exceeding
0.4 and kurtosis not exceeding 3.5). For logLR, MINDSSD ,
HOGSSD , NCC, and MI, deviation from the normal distribution
is significant with the absolute skewness reaching 0.7–1.1 and
kurtosis varying from 3.5 to 6.5. For PC, distributions are
strongly not normal with the skewness about 2.2 and kurtosis
about 11.
The structure of the separating surface between different
SMs is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the pair (MINDSSD , logLR).
In this case, the separating line has a simple linear form.
Similarly, a linear separating line was found suitable for other
SM combinations. For linearly separable classes, the usage
of complex classifiers such as QDA, decision trees, random
forests, neural networks, and nonlinear SVM classifier is
unnecessary [51]. Among LDA and linear SVM classifiers, the
latter is preferable as LDA requires data to follow the normal
distribution [53], and for many SMs, this requirement is
violated even after normalization. Therefore, we selected linear
SVM to calculate separating hyperplane between combined
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Fig. 5.

7

ROC curves of individual SMs for visible-to-infrared registration case (best in color). Area below ROCCH is shown in gray.

feature vectors corresponding to similar and dissimilar image
fragment pairs.
A binary SVM classifier separates feature vectors into two
classes by the maximum-margin hyperplane according to the
following decision rule [51]:
 N



yf = sign
ci yi g(fi , f) + b
(5)
i=1

where f is a query feature vector, fi are training feature vectors
with labels yi (yi = 1 for the null hypothesis, and yi = −1 for
the alternative hypothesis), N is the number of training vectors,
g(·, ·) denotes the reproducing kernel (e.g., polynomial reproducing kernels in the form g(f1 , f2 ) = (1 + f1T · f2 ) p , where p
is some positive integer), ci and b are coefficients estimated
during the training of the SVM classifier. For a linear classifier,
the decision rule (5) simplifies to
yf = sign(β T · f + b)

(6)

where β is a K × 1 vector of the maximum-margin hyperplane coefficients, b is a scalar hyperplane offset.
To prevent SVM classifier overfitting, k-fold crossvalidation [51] is used with k = 10. According to this
approach, the training sample is randomly partitioned into k
subsamples of approximately equal size. Training is performed
k times; in each round of training, one subsample is retained
for validation, the rest k − 1—for training. The value of a
combined SM for each sample is therefore calculated when
this sample is not included in the training subset.
For the considered visible-to-infrared case, ROC curves for
each SM retained for comparison are shown in Fig. 5. The area
below ROCCH is shown in gray color in Fig. 5. Two potentially optimal SMs can be identified: MINDSSD and logLR.
The rest of SMs are suboptimal. For the considered example,
AUC takes the value of 0.8245 for MINDSSD , 0.8050 for
logLR, and 0.8371 for ROCCH. The latter value corresponds
to AUC of classifier interpolated between MINDSSD and
logLR.
Training SVM classifier for a combined feature vector is
more efficient than interpolating between individual classifiers

.

because even suboptimal classifiers can be used to improve
the combined SM performance. In Fig. 5, ROC curves for
two combined SMs are shown, one combining potentially
optimal MINDSSD and logLR SMs (red curve) and another
additionally considering suboptimal HOGSSD classifier (pink
curve). The first combined SM has AUC of 0.8616 that is
already higher than AUC for ROCCH. The second combined
SM has an even higher AUC of 0.8720 gained by using
suboptimal HOGSSD SM.
IV. C OMPARISON OF S INGLE AND C OMBINED SM S
P ERFORMANCE ON R EAL M ULTIMODAL RS I MAGES
This section compares the performance of NCC, MI, PC,
SIFT-OCTSSD , MINDSSD , HOGSSD , HOPCSSD , logLR, and the
SM combining MI and image gradient [42] denoted as MIgrad,
and the proposed combined SMs on real multimodal image
pairs, which represent typical registration cases in RS field.
The primary objective of this comparison is to verify that a
joint usage of several SMs has a better performance than that
of single involved SMs and to identify the minimum combination of SMs suitable for different multimodal registration
cases and for general-purpose multimodal registration.
A. Training and Test Data
The comparison of retained SMs is based on sixteen real-life
image pairs covering four different multimodal/multitemporal
registration cases: visible-to-infrared, visible-to-DEM, visibleto-radar, and radar-to-DEM. Test images are collected from
the following sensors: Hyperion [54], Landsat-8 (OLI sensor) [55], Sentinel-2 [56] for visible/infrared data, ASTER
GDEM2 [57], [58] and ALOS World 3D with 30-m resolution [59] for DEM data, SIR-C [60] and Sentinel-1 [61] for
radar data. This set of images is representative in that it covers
the main RS modes—visible, infrared, radar, DEM—various
land covers (including forestry, rural and urban areas, agricultural areas, rivers, lakes), seasons (images taken in both
summer and winter time), sensors, and acquisition time lags
(time between RI and TI varies from 1 to 22 years implying
that all image pairs are multitemporal ones). Optical images
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TABLE I
S OURCES OF RI AND TI

have a scarce cloud and water cover. Details of all image pairs
are given in Table I.
All pairs were registered using the recently proposed
registration with accuracy estimation (RAE) registration
method [62] that is able to provide subpixel registration
accuracy even for the most complex multimodal cases. Fragments of some of the registered images are available at [62].
Examples of a registered visible-to-DEM and visible-to-radar
image pairs are shown in Section IV-E.
Overall, 50 000 truly corresponding and 50 000 falsely corresponding RI/TI fragments were collected from the registered
RI and TI images. True correspondences uniformly cover the
intersection area of RI and TI images. False correspondences
were obtained by randomly shifting TI fragment at a distance
exceeding the TI size. Test fragments uniformly represent
all registration cases. In all cases, when a combined SM is
compared to an individual SM for a particular case, the SVM
classifier is trained on the data corresponding to this case. The
fragment size used in our analysis is 21 × 21 pixels.
The parameters of SIFT-OCTSSD , MINDSSD , HOGSSD , and
HOPCSSD SMs were set according to the default values
suggested in their respective original articles. Specifically, for
the MIND descriptor, the parameter σ = 0.5, the variance

.

of image noise is calculated in six-neighborhood (default
settings). For the SIFT descriptor, the sigma of the Gaussian
weighting function is equal to one half of the width of
the descriptor window, the latter coincides with the TI size,
the cell size is 4 × 4 pixels, and the number of bins
is eight. For HOG and HOPC descriptors, the block overlap is 0.5, the cell size is 4 × 4 pixels, the block size
is 3 × 3 cells, and the number of bins is eight. MI SM was
implemented using the Feature Selection Toolbox for C and
MATLAB (FEAST-v1.1.4); HOG descriptor—using MATLAB
extractHOGFeatures function, SIFT-OCT descriptors—using
VLFeat library (v 0.9.20), MIND and HOPC descriptors—
using implementations provided by the authors (see references
in [19] and [20]). MI was calculated between RI/TI fragments
that had been preliminarily normalized to zero mean and unit
variance. The number of bins was set to 30.
B. Analyzed SM Combinations and SMs Ordering
To find the best combination of the considered eight SMs,
we have trained all possible combinations of two (28 combinations in total), three (56 combinations in total), four
(70 combinations in total), five (56 combinations in total),
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TABLE II
SM S O RDERING FOR THE G ENERAL R EGISTRATION C ASE

six (28 combinations in total), seven (8 combinations in total),
and eight (1 combination) single SMs, and calculated AUC for
each combined SM. Overall, we have analyzed 247 combined
SMs. For simplicity, in what follows, a combination of k SMs
is denoted as comSMk (e.g., comSM2 for a combination of
two SMs).
The contribution of every single SM to the performance of a
combined SM is obviously unequal. To establish an objective
ordering of the eight single SMs according to their ability to
distinguish between similar and dissimilar multimodal image
patches, we propose to measure the quality of an SMs ordering i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i N by the cumulated sum of AUCs achieved for
an increasing number of combined SMs from one SM to the
maximum value of eight SMs
AUCi1 i2 i3 ,...,i N = AUC(SMi1 ) + AUC(SMi1 i2 ) + AUC(SMi1 i2 i3 )
+ · · · + AUC(SMi1 i2 i3 ,...,i N ). (7)
We define the best ordering as the one found by maximizing
AUCi1 i2 i3 ,...,i N
(i 1·best , i 2·best , i 3·best , . . . , i N ·best )
= arg maxi1 ,i2 ,i3 ,...,i N (AUCi1 i2 i3 ,...,i N ).

(8)

The underlying idea behind such an ordering is that the
most important (informative) SM improves the most all combined SM it is included in. The second SM improves the
most all combination in which the best SM was already
included. Thus, by maximizing (8), we are able to find such
an SMs ordering that all its subsets SMi1·best , SMi1·best ,i2·best ,. . .,
SMi1·best ,i2·best ,i3·best ,...,i N ·best are the best or close to the best combined SM for the corresponding number of SMs.
C. Combined SM Performance in General Case
We define the general multimodal case as any combination
of RS modes considered in this study. The combined SM
performing the best irrespective of a considered registration
case is found by training an SVM classifier using measurements collected from all cases. The found ordering of the
eight SMs analyzed in this work is given in Table II with
the most contributing SMs starting from the left. The first
observation is that feature-based SMs are better than areabased SMs except for logLR and HOPCSSD . Interestingly,
HOGSSD has the fourth higher AUC value, but it is almost the
least important SM in the ordering. To check the independence
of HOGSSD against other considered SMs, we have calculated
the Spearman rank correlation between values of all pairs
of SMs. It was found that the correlation between HOPCSSD

.

and HOGSSD takes a very high value of 0.92. For the rest of
SMs, correlation varies from −0.6 to 0.6, and for the selected
order of SMs from −0.36 to 0.28. We conclude that HOPCSSD
and HOGSSD are not complementary to each other and their
joint usage is redundant and useless. Analysis of particular
registration cases (see Section IV-D) confirms this hypothesis
(either HOPCSSD or HOGSSD is among the least important SMs
in the ordering). The only area-based SM the contribution of
which is comparable to the feature-based SMs in the general
multimodal case is logLR.
For the general case, ROC curves for comSMkorder and
the first five SMs in the best ordering are shown in Fig. 6.
The ROCHH is formed by the first two SMs in the ordering:
MINDSSD and logLR. These two SMs are potentially optimal,
and the rest are suboptimal. It is interesting to notice that
potentially optimal SMs involve both feature- and area-based
SMs that probably capture complementary aspects of multimodal image similarity.
For each combination of k SMs, we have formed the
combined SM using the ordered SMs as given in Table II
and have called it comSMkorder . This combined SM is then
compared to all other combinations of SMs. In Table III, AUC
for the comSMkorder , the difference  AUC between this AUC
and the best AUC for k SMs and the gain of comSMkorder over
ROCHH are reported. It is seen that for all k, comSMkorder
corresponds to the best SM combination.
Overall, the gain provided by comSMkorder over ROCHH
increases with k and reaches about 3.9% when six
considered SMs are combined together. Combination
of three feature-based SMs and two area-based SM—
MINDSSD +logLR+SIFT-OCTSSD +PC+HOPCSSD —is
responsible for a gain of 3.83%. The rest of SMs (MI,
NCC, and HOGSSD ) add little to the performance of the
combined comSM5order . For combinations of 6…8 SMs,
AUC is fluctuating about the same value and even slightly
decreases due to the random nature of the k-fold crossvalidation approach used for training. This means that MI,
NCC, HOPCSSD , and HOGSSD do not complement SMs in
comSM5order . Considering the tradeoff between performance
and computational complexity, combining five SMs seems
to be a reasonable choice: AUC is only 0.1% less than the
one reached with a combination of all SMs. Therefore, in the
following, we analyze essentially the combined comSM5order
trained for the general case.
Experimental distributions of the normalized SM values for
similar and dissimilar fragments are shown in Fig. 7 for the
combined comSM5order and the first three SMs in the ordering.
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Fig. 6. ROC curves of individual SMs and the best comSM4. Line of no-discrimination is shown in all subfigures for reference. Index “SSD” specifying
distance metric in structural SMs is omitted in legends for compactness. Area below ROCCH is shown in gray.
TABLE III
PARTIAL C OMBINED SM S FOR THE B EST O RDERING

Fig. 7. Experimental distributions of the normalized SM values for similar and dissimilar fragments for comSM5order , MINDSSD , logLR, and SIFT-OCTSSD .

It is seen that for comSM5order the distribution for the null
hypothesis is close to normal (skewness is about 1.23 and
kurtosis is about 6.68).
The gain of 3.8% over ROCHH is obtained with a linear
SVM classifier. If the polynomial kernel of the second order
is used, AUC increases additionally by 0.6%–4.4%. An additional increase of polynomial order does not improve AUC.

.

Using LDA or QDA classifiers also shows no gain as compared
to SVM.
We have also performed experiments with smaller fragments
size of 13 × 13 pixels and obtained consistent results: an
optimal combination of SMs includes both area-based and
structural SMs. The obtained SMs ordering is slightly different
but consistent with the one obtained in the 21 × 21 pixel case:
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TABLE IV
D IFFERENCE B ETWEEN AUC FOR COM SM5order (T RAINED FOR THE G ENERAL C ASE ) AND
I NDIVIDUAL AND C OMBINED SM S FOR PARTICULAR R EGISTRATION C ASES , ∗100%

logLR, MINDSSD , HOPCSSD , SIFT-OCTSSD , PC, NCC, MI,
and HOGSSD . The comSM5order classifier derived for fragments of 21 × 21 pixels and applied to smaller fragments of 13
× 13 pixels results in a 3.7% gain with respect to the best single SM (logLR). This value is only 0.61% smaller than AUC
provided by the combined SM specifically trained for fragment
size of 13 × 13. Therefore, we can suggest that the results for
a fragment of the size of 21 × 21 pixels may be extended to
other sizes. For the sake of paper clarity and length, the results
for fragments of 13 × 13 pixels are not included.
D. Comparative Analysis of the Best Combined SM, Single
SMs and Combined SMs Trained for Each Particular
Registration Case
Let us analyze the efficiency of the combined comSM5order
trained for the general case in comparison to single SMs
and combined SMs trained for each particular registration
case. The numerical results are given in Table IV. Each cell
of Table IV represents the difference of AUCs between a
particular SM and comSM5order . Note that comSM5order is
trained for the general case and applied to particular cases
(as well as to the general case).
In all cases, comSM5order outperforms each of the single
SMs in comparison. The gain varies in a wide range from
0.4% for MINDSSD to 20.76% for NCC, both for the visibleto-infrared case. On average, the gain in AUC provided by
comSM5order over single SMs is significant and takes the
value of about 9%. Also, notice that the SM MIgrad used for

.

comparison (that also represents a combined SM) in all cases
performs worse than comSM5order (AUC is lower by 7.3% on
average). These results underline a more effective behavior of
the derived combined multimodal SM.
Another ongoing promising research direction for the construction of effective SMs is deep learning [21]. We could consider learned invariant feature transform (LIFT) SM [39] for
the comparison with the proposed combined SM. We decided
not to include LIFT results because of the following two
reasons: first, LIFT is not suitable for fragments with a smaller
size (applicable to 64 × 64 fragments); second, we have
found LIFT performance to decrease for multitemporal and
multimodal cases. Therefore, comparison with LIFT within the
settings of our experiment is not fair. However, we consider
deep learning as a very promising way to design more effective
multimodal SMs and suggest seeing the current results as
an additional benchmark for such methods. It would allow
analyzing comparatively learned SMs and existing rule-based
SMs, or their combinations.
It has been found that SMs ordering for the general case and
particular cases differ (Table V). However, the first five SMs
comprise almost the same SMs including MINDSSD , logLR,
SIFT-OCTSSD , and PC. The HOGSSD and HOPCSSD appear
to have the capability to replace each other depending on the
considered registration case. The gain of the best-combined
SM trained for a particular registration case (combining five
SMs) and the general comSM5order is given in Table V. It does
not exceed 0.8% and constitutes 0.66% on average. However,
this gain cannot be attributed to the particular ordering of
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TABLE V
SM S O RDERING FOR G ENERAL AND PARTICULAR R EGISTRATION C ASES

Fig. 8. Number of true correspondences versus probability of inliers for SIFT-OCT, comSM2order , and comSM3order similarity metrics for different decision
thresholds: the number of true correspondences versus probability of inliers for SIFT-OCT, comSM2order , and comSM3order similarity metrics for different
decision thresholds: (a) visible-to-DEM registration case, (b) visible-to-infrared case, and (c) visible-to-radar.

SMs optimized for a particular registration case. Considering
comSM5order consisting of SMs optimal for the general case,
almost the same gain is seen between versions trained for
particular and general cases.
From this analysis, we can conclude that such a combination
of existing SMs can be found that demonstrates a quite
uniform advantage for the main multimodal RS registration
cases including combinations of visible, infrared, radar, and
DEM modalities.
E. Combined SM in Complex Multimodal Registration Case
The following experiment demonstrates the benefits
provided by the combined SM in challenging visible-to-DEM
[Fig. 8(a)], visible-to-infrared [Fig. 8(b)], and visible-to-radar
[Fig. 8(c)] multimodal registration cases. The first experiment
is conducted for test pair #10, the second one—for test
pair #2 (see Table I for details), and the third one—for
additional pair of Landsat8-Sentinel1 images (Landsat 8:
LC08_L1TP_177025_20140509_20180526_01_T1, band #B1,
(50.26◦, 36.83◦), May 2014; Sentinel1: S1A_IW_SLC_1SDV_
20181125T034705_20181125T034735_024739_02B8B2_
59AB, polarization VH, swath #2, tile #5, (49.96◦, 36.17◦),
August 2018).
Positions of RI and TI fragments were found by applying to original images the difference of Gaussian (DoG)

.

scale-space pyramid. We assume that the initial geometrical transformation between RI and TI restricts to a translation only. The initial translation uncertainty was set as
L uncert = 30 pixels with respect to both horizontal and
vertical directions. Prior to the calculation of SM between
RI and TI fragments, TI was transformed into RI coordinate
system to eliminate rotation and scale differences. For each
RI fragment, all TI fragments within ±L uncert uncertainty
range were selected. The similarity between the RI fragment and selected TI fragments was calculated using SIFTOCT, comSM2order (MINDSSD +logLR), and comSM3order
(MINDSSD +logLR+SIFT-OCTSSD ) SMs. The pair of fragments with the maximum SM value was selected as putative
correspondence. All correspondences with SM exceeding a
decision threshold were fed into the locally linear transforming
(LLT) registration method [63] to find the nonrigid geometrical
transformation between RI and TI. Parameters of LLT were
set as suggested in the original article.
For all compared SMs, LLT registration was performed
for a set of decision thresholds to change the balance
between inliers probability and the number of found true
correspondences. The results are presented in Fig. 8 where
each testing point is shown by “o” marker if registration
was successful and “.” otherwise. By successful registration,
we mean results with more than ten registered correspondences
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Registered test pair #10. Visible-to-DEM registration case. (a) LLT method with SIFT. (b) LLT method with comSM3.

and registration RMSE less than 4 pixels. The points with
successive decision thresholds are connected by straight
lines.
From Fig. 8(a), it is seen that for the visible-to-DEM case,
the SIFT-OCT SM provides an inliers probability of about
0.05. The LLT method fails to find a valid geometrical transform for such a low inliers probability. Both comSM2order and
comSM3order perform similarly providing inliers probability
from 0.1 to about 0.4. The LLT method successfully registered
the tested pair of images for inliers probability exceeding
0.15 and the number of true correspondences exceeding 20.
For the visible-to-infrared case [Fig. 8(b)], LLT registration
with SIFT-OCT is possible for the number of true correspondences less than 60 when inliers probability exceeds 0.15.
For the same number of true correspondences (60), both
comSM2order and comSM3order provide an inliers probability of
about 0.95. With comSM2order and comSM3order , it is possible
to find a significantly higher number of true correspondences:

.

LLT successfully finds about 200 correspondences at a point
corresponding to 250 true correspondences and inliers probability of 0.2. For the visible-to-radar case [Fig. 8(c)], using
comSM2 and comSM3 LLT successfully registers images in
a wider range of conditions as compared to SIFT. As in the
previous case, LLT with comSM3 finds a larger number of
true correspondences.
To better illustrate the complexity of the considered registration cases, Fig. 9 demonstrates registration results for the
visible-to-DEM case in checkerboard representation: failed
registration by LLT method using SIFT SM in Fig. 9(a)
and successful registration by LLT using comSM3 SM
in Fig. 9(b). To assist visual interpretation of the registration result, Fig. 10 shows a close up view of several
representative fragments of Fig. 9(b). Correct alignment of
structures in visible and DEM images is seen. Fig. 11 shows
a successful registration result obtained with comSM3 for the
visible-to-radar case.
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Fig. 10.

Enlarged fragments of test image pair #10 from Fig. 9 registered with the LLT method using comSM3 SM.

Fig. 11.

Registered pair of images for visible-to-radar case: the LLT method with comSM3.

These registration examples demonstrate that for complex
cases, when a single SM may not be effective enough,
a suitable combined use of several SMs could be decisive for
successful image registration.
V. C ONCLUSION
The problem of measuring local similarity between multimodal pairs of RS images is considered in this article. With
many available multimodal SMs, both classical and recently
proposed ones, and the absence of one SM with predominant
performance, we have investigated the possibility of deriving
more powerful SMs by combining two or more SMs.

.

The combined SMs have been obtained by training a linear
SVM classifier of a feature vector formed by the stacking
values of several SMs. For training, we have used sixteen
pairs of the registered multimodal RS images representing
four registration cases: visible-to-infrared, visible-to-radar,
visible-to-DEM, and radar-to-DEM ones.
Our main findings can be summarized as follows. Existing
multimodal SMs are complementary for discriminating similar
and dissimilar pairs of different modalities. We have proposed
a method to order SMs according to their importance for this
task. The three most important SMs are MINDSSD , logLR, and
SIFT-OCTSSD . The three least important among the considered
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ones are PC, MI, and NCC. Two SMs, HOGSSD and HOPCSSD ,
are interchangeable. The combined SMs that include five
existing SMs have significantly higher discriminative power
than existing single SMs in general as well as in particular
registration cases: for combined SM AUC increases from
1% to 21% as compared to single SMs. The advantage
of the combined SM can be determinant for the successful registration of complex multimodal images, especially
with complex geometrical transformations and large initial
registration errors.
Apart from deriving a more powerful combined multimodal SM for RS applications, our findings have wider
implications. They indicate that, for the considered set of RS
images, the existing multimodal SMs are complementary in
the sense they capture different aspects of similarity between
different modes. Area-based approaches with rigorous modeling of noise affecting RI/TI modes provide high discriminative
power, but it is increasingly more difficult to apply them
for non-linear and nonfunctional intensity transformations
between modes. On the contrary, structural SMs are better
suited for complex transformations of mode intensities, but
they have less discriminative power because of this flexibility
(trend to find a higher number of false similarities between
modes). A combination of these two approaches may in the
future lead to more powerful multimodal SMs.
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